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EDITOR’S NOTE 

Dear readers,  

You may have picked the Conch up thinking you might learn about a thing or two or maybe it was 
just laying on the desk across the room... Either way, thank you for picking it up. We are 
absolutely delighted to have published the third issue of the Conch in which we aimed to include 
global issues that concern all of us and raise awareness on what is happening around the World 
which is getting smaller by the second.  

In true Conch fashion, you will find pieces about the current political debacle that has been 
escalating around the globe, the developing technology which has the terrifying ability to gain 
access into our lives and the current obsession of the people of planet Earth; social media. 
Moreover, we have included our experiences from Model United Nations conferences from not only 
around Turkey but also from around the world as the members of TED Politics and Diplomacy club 
in the hopes of making our readers gain some insight into the world of MUN. 

Our team has done their best to ensure that the Conch continues to stay true to its roots of 
providing objective information about matters that have come up in the world agenda which goes 
without saying is with thanks to our advisors Osman YAVAŞÇA and Sinem Özge TURAL. As the 
editorial board of the third issue of the Conch, we express our gratitudes to our school’s 
principality for supporting and having faith in us through the process of publishing the Conch.  We 
truly hope from the bottom of our hearts that you benefit from what the Conch has to offer in its 
third issue.  

EDITORS:  

Defne BAŞEREN  
Sude GÜNEL 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Trump: American Dream or Nightmare? 

DERİN KUTLAY  

 

Eleven years ago Barack Obama wrote about how it was the American Dream that made a young black man 
become President. Is it the same dream that made the wealthy and populist Donald J. Trump become 
Obama’s successor? Or is the American Dream only for the “real” Americans, constructed on the lives of 
many Sioux and Cherokee tribes, Mexicans, Afro-Americans and Muslims? 

Trump’s political stance can be easily defined as populism, a struggle to save the ordinary and pure people 
from the corrupted elite, though we need much more complex words than that. He could be labeled as a 
protectionist, nationalist, paleoconservatist  and a non-interventionist. (What a coincidence that all of these 
terms have favored certain politicians all over the world for the last ten years.) Even though it is quite a 
challenge to understand and describe his policies, his plans have been on the world’s agenda since January 
20. From the Wall to China-the-manipulator, here’s a short list of “what he said, what he did and what now?”  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The Wall 

The immigration from Mexico to the United States 
is not something new for both presidents and 
American citizens; they have faced it since the 
1890s. The opposition to immigrants isn’t new 
either; the Immigration Act of 1924 “to preserve 
the ideal of American homogeneity” is just one 
example. However, it was not directed towards 
Mexicans, and stopped all migration of Asians, 
Arabs, restricted Africans, Italians, European Jews 
and many other nations from entering United 
States. America’s distress for migration in general 
turned to a distress for the Mexicans’ migration, 
and Trump was one of the people who expressed 
this in front of crowds. America, which was formed 
with migrants from all over the world, turned to 
anti-migration policies.  

In June 2015, Trump announced that he was 
officially running for president with an enthusiastic 
speech. During his speech, he mentioned how 
America needed more control over the Mexican 
border and that he would build a great wall and 
make Mexico pay for it. This was because the US 
did not know what it was getting from Mexico, be it 
rapists or human traffickers, drugs and crime. 
Many, including two-thirds of Americans, Mexicans 
and Nieto, and even the Pope, have opposed 
Trump since then.  

But actions speak louder than words. In January 
25, 2017 he signed an executive order to begin the 
construction of the wall. Just one day later, Nieto, 
President of Mexico, cancelled their meeting on 
January 31 which was to discuss border security. 
However, to prevent a government shutdown, the 
construction has been postponed. 

Travel Ban (Remastered) 

Trump’s most controversial and criticized decision 
until now was probably the travel ban. Executive 
Order 13769 was first mentioned by Trump during 
a speech on June 13, 2016. It was to address the 
Orlando shooting, and as the shooter was Afghan, 
it turned to a speech on how the immigration 
system was a disaster. He talked about how 
America should not allow radical Islam to get in, 
and how more control over the borders was 
needed. With this, the road to a travel ban was 
paved. 

The executive order was for “Protecting the Nation 
from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United States” 
as its title goes. The January 27 version included 
seven countries, being Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, 
Sudan, Syria, and Yemen, but excluded states 
where Trump conducted business, such as Saudi 
Arabia. Eventually this was blocked by courts, and 
Trump revised it, excluding Iraq this time, which 
was labeled as an ally for fighting against ISIS. The 
remastered travel ban was not accepted by states 
as well, the first being Hawaii, which declared that 
they will sue over the ban just like they did for the 
initial one. Oregon, Minnesota, Massachusetts, New 
York and Washington have argued as well. These 
states have condemned the administration and 
called the ban illegal and discriminatory.  
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Obamacare 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) a.k.a. Obamacare is 
basically a law to enhance the health care system 
in America. It is said to increase the availability, 
quality and affordability of healthcare and 
insurance. Actually, the US healthcare system is the 
most expensive one in the world, and Obamacare 
has aimed to solve that since March 23, 2010. Even 
though its goal is considered to be “great” for 
citizens, the plan is now discussed because of its 
immense cost. A cost so big Trump has stated that 
just the website of ACA cost 5 billion dollars. He 
wanted to repeal Obamacare from the very 
beginning, since his announcement for candidacy in 
June 2015. But this was not easy, because 
Obamacare had 60 votes in 2010; Trump would 
also need 60 votes to repeal it, which means 
Democrats should be on the same page with him. 

On January 20, Trump signed an executive order to 
relieve states and citizens from the financial 
burdens of Obamacare. With this, states could 
waive, defer and delay any implementation. The 
“burden” Trump mentions is the most disliked part 
of Obamacare, which is, having either health 
insurance or a tax penalty. However, many insurers 
are fleeing this system and states like Iowa, 
Virginia and Tennessee have thousands of people 
un-insured which is mainly because of states not 
expanding Medicaid. Now, Medicaid provides 
insurance for people with low-income and its 
expansion was mandatory until 2012, when it 
became optional for states. So, when some states 
rejected the expansion, poor and sick people 
enrolled in Obamacare. The “poor people tend to 
be sicker than rich people are” statement proved to 
be right in US, and insurance companies had a very 
hard time dealing with this in non-expansion states. 
To sum up, Obamacare was having a breakdown 
even before Trump had pointed it out. 

But after weeks and weeks of negotiation, the 
House has voted in favor to strike Obamacare out. 

Trump suggested a new model, called the 
Trumpcare (very creative, isn’t it?) which will stop 
Obamacare taxes on the rich and insurers; also it 
will enable insurers to charge those in their 50s and 
60s with a higher price. It will also remove the tax 
penalty. However, not all is pink and bubbly and 
Trumpcare, as many advocates and experts have 
criticized, does not fix the pre-existing condition 
problem as much as Obamacare did. In fact,  

Trumpcare makes it possible for insurers to charge 
higher prices to people with pre-existing conditions. 
This took an unfortunate turn for the government 
as many have opposed Trump on social media for 
counting rape and pregnancy as pre-existing 
conditions.  

Environment? Science? 

Whe n Tr ump b e c ame P r e s i d e n t , many 
environmental organizations were deeply worried, 
as during his campaign, Trump did not talk much 
about having no Plan-et B. He wanted to boost oil, 
natural gas and coal industries, and denounce 
Obama’s eco-friendly policies. On January 24, 
Trump issued a presidential memorandum for the 
construction of two major pipelines, Dakota Access 
and Keystone XL. The Keystone XL was rejected by 
Obama, and many Native American tribes who 
played a key role in the opposition, expressed their 
gratitude. Just a day later, the March for Science is 
called for. 

Trump revoked Obama’s “Stream Protection Rule”, 
making streams open to waste. While Trump has 
increased defense spending by 54 billion, the 
budget for science and environment has been 
decreased. Not just that, but at the end of March, 
many actions against climate change were undone. 
Trump has criticized the Paris Agreement and UN, 
in May 2016, he said “We’re going to cancel the 
Paris Climate Agreement and stop all payments of 
the United States’ tax dollars to UN global warming 
programs”.  

The mentioned agreement is international and is 
seen as a milestone for tackling greenhouse gases, 
starting from 2020. Hopefully, many urge Trump to 
stay in the agreement.  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Foreign Policies 

Trump’s foreign policies are quite radical and direct; all his statements make it crystal clear that Trump is not 
a very calm diplomat. Trump’s foreign policies range from military expansion to “old enemies now friends” 
attitude. Most of his rage and disapproval is focused on China though. On the list of his goals for the first 
day as President, one of the articles was to “direct my Secretary of the Treasury to label China a currency 
manipulator”. During his campaign, he talked about how China was “stealing’ Americans’ jobs and “raping 
our country”. He also showed his anger towards how dominant China is in trade. Trump opened the One-
China Policy, that there is no state called Taiwan and that it belongs to mainland China, to negotiation as 
well. 

Trump’s foreign policy about Russia is strikingly different from other American presidents. Both sides are in a 
constant race to praise each other and Trump has even mentioned lifting sanctions on Russia. He stated that 
he would consider recognizing Crimea being Russian territory and that “people of Crimea... would rather be 
with Russia”. Trump has criticized many European countries like France and Germany for terrorism and 
refugees, respectively. He is also known for a diplomatic crisis with Australia after he hung up the phone call 
when they were discussing how the United States was going to take refugees from some islands. 

Donald John Trump is by far, one of the most different leaders in the world. So much that the word ‘different’ 
is not enough to describe such a person. The future of United States of America and thus, the world is 
greatly changing. But will Trump be able to do the things he said in the Land of the Free? With only two and 
a half minutes to midnight, rising extremism, globalization, fascism and thoughts about a WW3, we’ll see 
how Trump will do in the race of politics. 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Iran: A Closed Box of Mystery    

ARAS ÜNSAL   

There are 195 countries in the world today. 193 of them are members of the United Nations and 
the remaining two, the Holy See and the State of Palestine, are observer states. All of these states 
together form an intricate mosaic model with their different cultures, languages and identities. 
Some of them attract millions of people inside their borders with incredible employment and 
migration opportunities, beautiful landmarks and nature; while some of them are considered as 
closed boxes full of mystery. Iran is one of the strongest examples that we can give to one of 
those countries.  
Most of us know might know two or three things about Iran: that it is a neighboring country to 
Turkey, that it is ruled with theocracy or that the official language spoken is Persian. Apart from 
common knowledge though, we cannot really state anything more about the country in detail. The 
aim of this article is to present Iran in terms of geographical features, the Iranian Revolution that 
completely changed the country’s politics, present day Iran and its current relations with other 
nations. 

Geographical Features 

Iran is located at the heart of Middle East, 
taking up an area of 1.648.195 square 
kilometers. The country shares borders with 
seven other countries: Afghanistan, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Iran, Pakistan, Turkey, and 
Turkmenistan. It has coasts to the Caspian Sea 
and the Persian Gulf.  
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Iranian Revolution 

With all that being said in the previous 
chapter, it is no coincidence to see an outbreak 
occurred. The oppressing ruling of the Shah 
triggered the public. The society wanted an 
absolute change. There were several opinions 
on how the Country of the Persians should be, 
with most of them focusing on the traditions’ 
side. Many people believed that Iran should 
follow its old traditions: the old traditions 
include the religion of the majority of Iranians, 
Islam, and its fundamental philosophy.  

Thus, a significant percentage of the society, 
particularly the secular part, agreed on the 
opinions of a religious clerk named Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khomeini. Khomeini was known to be 
sent to exile from Iran as he made remarks 
against the current ruling system of the Shah, 
the newly formed white revolution and its sub-
titles in general. He stayed in Turkey for a 
while, and then changed his location to Iraq, 
and finally France. He was a person who 
strongly suggested following the teachings of 
Islam, as he completed his education in 
Islamic schools; he also taught young pupils 
the principles of religion after he had 
completed his studies regarding Islam. The 
main opinion of him was that Iran was 
drastically moving away from its old traditions, 
the way it should be.  

This type of thinking was clearly against the 
mentality of the Shah, and the Shah made the 
expected decision: he desperately tried to 
ignore the existence of Khomeini. When he 
realized that an outbreak was slowly 
approaching, he did the thing that was once 
again, expected. He relocated Khomeini from 
exile in Iraq to France, meanwhile he 
continued to reply to the ongoing protests in 
the streets of the Persian cities with military 
violence and kept his close bonds with the 
United States also, but this couldn’t stop the 
public fully supported with nothing but anger.  
In very short time, the territory has witnessed 
the event that we all know: the revolution. 
Relocating Khomeini couldn’t benefit the Shah, 
who has already been weakened by various 
factors, such as medical conditions and the 
demands of his people. Khomeini returned to 
Iran with concrete support from the people 
cheering and filling the wide avenues of 
Tehran and other cities. He promised them 
what they had wanted: he promised to bring 
the old traditions, the system influenced by 
religion. To keep this big promise, he took 
action immediately. The departure of Shah 
from Iran for an indefinite amount of time 
under the title of “vacation” and the support 
growing day by day helped him along the way.  
With the public being in favor of conducting a 
referendum to determine the new way of 
ruling the country, the man who caused all, 
declared Iran as an Islamic Republic. 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History of Present Day Iran 

The Persian Territory hosted numerous civilizations and tribes that invaded the 
land throughout history and was ruled with monarchy until the year of 1979. 
The final civilization before the revolution was the Pahlavi Dynasty (also known 
as the Imperial State of Iran). Reza Khan, who changed his name to Reza 
Shah afterwards, found the Pahlavi Dynasty after the abolishment of the 
previous Qajar Dynasty derived from the Turkmen-origin Qajar Tribe, with an 
organized coup d’état. Reza Khan was declared as the Shah of Iran and 
remained in that position until the year 1941. He had the goal of turning his 
territory into a modernized country with a fully developed industry, and proper 
public education and so, Iran showed great development under the rule of 
Reza Shah.  
However, at the beginning of the 1940s, with the interest of the USSR (Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics) and Great Britain on the resources and location 
of the state, Iran was occupied and Reza Shah was forced to leave his 
position. His son, Mohammed Reza Shah was the successor and the final Shah 
of Iran. Mohamed aimed to follow the dreams of his father in terms of 
westernizing and modernizing the country, although his ways of acquiring 
these notions didn’t match his father’s. He supported the idea that a shah 
should be superior to governmental organs and wasn’t in favor of having 
prime ministers, a parliament etc. involved in the ruling of the country. He 
desired complete authority and the assassination attempt aimed at him 
ironically helped him expand his already existent powers.  



After the Revolution: Present Day Iran  

Since the 1979 Iranian Revolution, the political 
system of the country has been completely 
altered and in the present day, Iran is an 
“Islamic Republic”, with some additional 
elements to the republic system. 
The first element is the Supreme Leader. 
The supreme leader is the most powerful 
person that has the ultimate say in the 
governing process the country. He has 
indefinite authority to decide upon the future 
of Iran; he can control the state television, 
take decisions on military issues and appoint 
people for political positions. The duration of 
incumbency is a lifetime. There have only been 
two supreme leaders since the revolution: 
Ruhollah Khomeini and Ali Khamenei. 
The Assembly of Experts is the governmental 
organ responsible for choosing the next 
supreme leader. It is basically a council with 
the motive of regulating supreme leader. The 
constitution of Iran defines this organ as an 
assembly of 86 members chosen by the public 
in eight-year terms. Despite the main aim 
being regulation and detection of flaws in the 
actions of the supreme leader, there are no 
definite cases of the Assembly of Experts 
opposing the supreme leader.  
The candidates for the Assembly of Experts 
are selected by the Guardian Council. The 
Guardian Council is a twelve-membered 

council that works to check the laws and 
legislations passed from the parliament on 
whether they suit religious principles and the 
constitution. The council also has the power to 
eliminate the candidates for the Assembly of 
Experts, the parliament and the position of 
presidency if they find it necessary. The 
supreme leader has the key role in choosing 
the members of this council.  
The parliament is the organ that has the 
duty of passing laws and regulations. It 
doesn’t hold extreme power, especially when 
compared to the authority of the other organs 
placed by the supreme leader. Everything that 
has been decided on to be passed must be 
approved by the Guardian Council, and 
therefore, by the supreme leader.  
The final position that we are all accustomed 
to through the notions of republic and 
democracy, the president, can also be 
counted as “not so powerful”. Although, it has 
been stated by the Iranian authorities that the 
president is the second most powerful person 
in the country. The president is elected by the 
public, and is responsible for setting the 
economic agenda, the intergovernmental 
policies etc. This president needs the approval 
of the Guardian Council and the supreme 
leader while making decisions. With that being 
said, one could state that the political system 
and future of the state -directly or indirectly- 
depend on the supreme leader at all costs.  
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Nuclear Energy and Iran 

Finally, it is important to include the conflict that has created a lot of controversy surrounding Iran 
throughout the years: nuclear energy. Iran was criticized for its uranium enrichment facilities and 
other industrial facilities related to nuclear energy. The United Nations, the USA, UK and other EU 
Countries, have been sanctioning Iran, crippling its economy which depends mainly on exporting 
oil to these countries. Although the country continuously expresses that its nuclear program is for 
peaceful purposes only, various international organizations and communities oppose these 
statements.  
There are currently four nuclear facilities, a handful of uranium mines, research facilities and 
military zones in Iran. On 15 July 2015, some EU countries along with China and Russia agreed 
with Iran on ensuring that the nuclear program of the country was “peaceful” in return for the 
removal of the sanctions. The action plan approved by the parties exclusively limit the activity of 
the nuclear facilities in the state and the amount of uranium used for enrichment, as well as 
setting the status of these facilities as “just for research”. There are now two questions remaining 
concerning the topic: what are the aims of the countries in sanctioning Iran and were these 
nuclear facilities completely for peaceful purposes as claimed by Iranian authorities? 
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Nuclear Path: As a Source of Clear and Reliable Energy 

ATEŞ FETTAHOĞLU 

Today, we are tackling a very serious issue: 
the energy crisis. Our world produces nearly 
66% of its global energy fossil fuels. A 
concerning statistic, considering fossil fuels’ 
effects on nature. Not only do they emit CO2 
but the by-product gases such as SO2 and NO2 
result in acid rains. These additional gases are 
challenging to be filtered and their filtration, 
carried out by modern scrubbers and a series 
of desulfurization methods, are costly luxuries 
for power plants, especially coal-burning ones. 
The rest of our global energy production 
comes from sources such as; nuclear energy 
(more on that later), hydroelectric energy. The 
remaining hold 7% of our global energy yield 
and consist of solar energy, wind energy and 
other renewable sources. So a question comes 
to mind: How will we resolve this issue?  

With nuclear energy! 

Nuclear energy is perceived as a highly 
destructive energy source that sounds rather 
threatening, particularly after the Fukushima 
incident. This is a natural response, however, 
there is more to that story. To interpret it 
correct ly though, one needs a br ief 
introduction to the wild world of mighty 
Nuclear Physics.  

As of today, all Nuclear Energy power plants, 
yield their energy from a process called 
NUCLEAR FISSION, where heavy and 
unstable nucleuses, such as Uranium are split 
via a high velocity neutron that results into the 
separation of the heavy core into two less 
heavy (light) cores. This procedure results in 
the release of energy presented by Einstein’s 
mass-energy equivalence formula, E= MxC2. 
The difference in mass results in the discharge 
of energy as heat. In order to gain a 
reasonable amount of heat, the amount of fuel 
must be immense enough to achieve an 
efficient energy relief. Once the atoms split, 
there is no turning back, no presence of an off 

button. Ergo, in case of an emergency, there is 
no imminent way to shut the reactor down 
other than cooling the uranium fuel rods. This 
may cause a melt-down situation like in 
Fukushima or Chernobyl, when the safety 
measurements had failed. Lastly, the limited 
fuel can produce radioactive byproducts and 
spent fuels that can stay radioactive for as 
long as hundreds and thousands of years. To 
sum up NUCLEAR FISSION; it is a dangerous 
way of exposing energy and it is not very 
reliable, as demonstrated by many examples. 
However, there are other ways of procuring 
Nuclear energy. 

Let’s take a moment to appreciate what we 
have learned about Nuclear Fission and its 
complications as an energy source. Now, let’s 
turn to the mother of all energy sources: the 
sun. Not only is it a vast shining bulb that 
releases a gigantic amount of energy, but 
more importantly, the sun is the enabler of all 
biological organisms and the source of life. Its 
divinity was realized by many civilizations 
throughout time, and as science progresses, 
its deific nature only gets more interesting. 
The reality behind the sun’s captivating way of 
outputting energy is the alternate side Nuclear 
Energy: NUCLEAR FUSION.  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Unlike its associate Nuclear Fission, Nuclear 
Fusion is the key for unlocking the gates to the 
ultimate renewable energy source. The word 
Fusion means to combine. And Nuclear Fusion 
is the combination of two light atoms that 
yield energy under the right circumstances, 
like optimal pressure, temperature, magnetic 
field, etc. The release of energy can again be 
formulated through E=MxC2. The fuel for 
Nuclear Fusion is two isotopes of Hydrogen 
atom: Deuterium and Tritium, which are easily 
available. Deuterium can be harnessed from 
sea water by electrolysis and tritium can be 
separated from lithium atoms if combined with 
neutrons in the reactor wall. The fuel 
gathering process does require great 
technological precision, however, if done 
correctly, it will able to generate the optimal 
amount of fuel for Fusion Reactors. 

Nuclear Fusion can be considered as a 
renewable source, bearing in mind the fact 
that its fuel derives from the nearly unlimited 
amount of sources present in our world, 
sources that will not harm the environment by 
any means and will be capable of producing 
energy for the whole  world for millions of 
years to come.  

The process of producing energy with a Fusion 
Reactor requires a little amount of fuel unlike 
that of Fission Reactors. Due to its limited fuel 
consumption, there is no chance of a melt-
down that would result in the release of any 
kind of radioactive byproducts or radiation. In 
case of an emergency requiring the immediate 
shut down of the Reactor, doing so would be 
plausible, since the fuel is more likely to be 
contained. Unlike Nuclear Fission’s fuel 
(Uranium 235), the fuel for Nuclear Fusion 
(the hydrogen isotopes) would stay radioactive 
for shorter amount of time after its cycle. 
Furthermore, dissimilar to Fission Reactors, 
Fusion reactors do not produce nor use any 
fissile material associated with nuclear 
weapons, such as plutonium or uranium. 
Nuclear Fusion Reactors have pose no threat 
to the environment, having no discharge of 
any byproducts such as CO2, SO2 or NO2 gases 
(Only carbon emission will come from the 
construction of the reactor itself). Considering 
these facts, it is logical to say that Nuclear 
Fusion is the future of our world’s clean, 
efficient, reliable and sustainable form of 
energy production. Then, why are we not 
using Nuclear Fusion as a source of energy? 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Nuclear Fusion as a source of energy is a relatively new concept and a progressing technology. 
There simply are no exclusive Fusion Reactors to produce energy in our world yet. There are 
promising projects such as the ITER project that will be the first of its kind and will produce more 
energy than its initial power consumption for the first time. ITER project is the first step in 
achieving the commercial usage of Nuclear Fusion Reactors as a way of producing energy. The 
construction of the reactor has begun.  

All in all, our world craves a new way of producing energy and the best answer will be, without a 
doubt, Nuclear Fusion. Its way of harnessing energy is fascinating, and certainly will be a beacon 
of reliable energy for millions of years. The fuel is abundantly available and can be stored without 
any harm done to the environment. There is no way that a melt-down or a radioactive leakage can 
occur. With that being said, Nuclear Fusion is a superior way of producing energy among other dull 
alternatives and hence, NUCLEAR FUSION is the future of our energy production. 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America’s U-Turn over NATO: Is it obsolete or not? 

SUAT BARIŞ  TUNÇAY 

In January 2017, a statement about NATO and its procedures made by the new president of the 
United States, Donald Trump, shook the Alliance and made many politicians concerned regarding 
the sustainability of multilateral institutions. “NATO is obsolete and the reason it’s obsolete is 
because of the fact they don’t focus on terrorism. You know, back when they did NATO there was 
no such thing as terrorism.”  said Trump. Criticizing the attitude of the members of NATO towards 1

terrorism, he also highlighted the imbalance between the amounts of economic contributions to 
the Alliance and the amount paid by the US. This particular problem has led to inquiries and 
doubts in the political world on the purpose of NATO and whether it will be successful in 
combatting one of the most threatening security issues in history: terrorism. After four months full 
of debates and discussions amongst governments and the NATO secretariat, a surprising 
development has been encountered; Trump U-turning over NATO and stating that NATO is no 
longer obsolete in the actions it takes. 

 Trump, Donald. Reported by the Times of London1
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The reasons behind Trump’s critical attitude 
towards NATO and its members could be 
investigated in two points: the close relations 
between the Russian Government and the 
A l l i ance , and the unequa l f i nanc ia l 
contributions of the members to it. Jens 
Stoltenberg, in the speech he gave after 
meeting with the NATO secretary general, 
stated: “Not being aware of the actions NATO 
takes and its policies, Trump was seeking ways 
to negotiate with the Russian Government, 
against which the NATO Alliance was 
established during the Cold War, in order to 
fight ISIS in the Middle East”. Indeed, Trump 
also suggested lifting the economic sanctions 
applied to Russia since 2014 to which many 
European states opposed. Consequently, many 
politicians and NATO members including 
United Kingdom, foresaw a possible alliance 
with the Russian Government (after Trump’s 
statements resulted in the urgent appeal of 
the diplomats and secretariat of NATO to have 
a meeting with him). The other point that 
caused Trump to declare NATO as an obsolete 
institution, is that only five of the members of 
the Alliance; the United States, Greece, the 
United Kingdom, Estonia, and Poland; have 
reached the target of spending at least 2% of 
their GDPs  -the amount expected from the 2

member states. Some economically developed 
countries such as France and Germany, 
however, did not pay the expected amount of 
their GDPs, France paying 1.78% and 
Germany paying 1.19% in 2016. This 
inconsistency, according to Trump, displayed 
the non-efficiency of the members in the fight 
against terrorism and was a contributing agent 
in major conflicts such as the Russian-
Ukrainian conflict.  

The statements of Trump affected Europe and 
the Alliance so heavily that in the end, the 
meetings between the members of the Alliance 
along with the revisions of member states 
caused Trump to ‘change h is mind’. 
Fortunately, member countries were made 
aware of the insufficiency in economic and 
military contributions they made to NATO the 
fact that they haven’t fulfilled the expectation 
of the NATO secretariat. Hence, members such 
as Finland, have ensured to pay at least 2% of 
their GDPs along with providing military 
contributions in the following year to resolve 
this issue and reinforce the NATO’s military 
strength needed to combat with security 
issues. NATO secretariat Jens Stoltenberg 
declared that he agreed with Trump on the 
inequality issues and was delighted to have 
come to resolve said problems. However, the 
second impactful issue which was the 
discussions over Russia and the economic 
sanctions applied to them, were not resolved 
as quickly. The European Union declared that 
the application of said sanctions were not 
open to discussion due to Russia’s threatening 
and violating actions in Crimea, Ukraine. These 
actions and their implications had caused 
raging political disagreements between the 
European states and the US in the past, 
however, with Trump supporting NATO on its 
actions in Syria and Crimea, the disagreements 
are soon to be eliminated. 

 Gross Domestic Product 2
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A Brief Look Inside the State of North Korea 

METE HERGÜL 

What comes to mind when the country of North Korea is mentioned? Is it the city of Pyongyang, a 
typical city of socialist architecture consisting mostly of the same buildings painted in different 
colors, which make up a palette of 7-8 colors when gathered? Or is it the Korean War, one of the 
points in Cold War history in which the world came to the brink of a global war between NATO and 
the Warsaw Pact? It may also be the supreme leader of the country, Kim Jong-Un, who is held 
subject to several discussions that (sarcastically) deride the nuclear search of his country and his 
reign as well as his most personal issues, such as his weight? North Korea, officially named the 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, is one of the 8 countries that are officially known to hold 
nuclear warheads in their arsenal, and is on the brink of a war with the United States.  
Undoubtedly, the threat of a possible declaration of such a war from North Korea constitutes to 
global peace. Therefore, it is important to comprehend the history of the country and its current 
regime as these are crucial factors in the maintenance of global peace.  

In 1910, during the 1st World War, Korea annexed to the Japanese Empire. Later, in 1945, the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings and the consequent surrender of the Empire of Japan resulted 
in the occupation of the northern half of the state by the Soviet Union. The southern half was 
simultaneously occupied by the United States of America. As in the case of Germany, a socialist 
state was formed in the land occupied by the USSR named Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 
in contrast to the Republic of Korea, a capitalist state founded in the land occupied by the US. The 
DPRK, after this separation in 1950, moved south with the aid of the USSR and the People’s 
Republic of China. However, the UN Security Council accepted this act as an invasion and called for 
immediate ceasefire. The Korean War, which started as a result of this invasion of DPRK ended 
with the victory of USA and its allies despite DPRK seizing the peninsula almost completely in 
September 1950. North Korea then moved back to its original borders north of the 38th parallel. 
The Korean Armistice Agreement was signed as the aftermath of the war, yet no peace 
negotiations have occurred since then. Therefore, the DPRK still considers itself in war with the 
United States and South Korea. The borders of North and South Korea are separated by a 
demilitarized zone, in which deadly clashes still occur in situations where the forces of the two 
countries coincide. The country is under the protection of the People’s Republic of China, due to 
the diplomatic and economic benefits of the Chinese and Korean parties. 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Following the statements made by Trump, the world leaders and the 
NATO secretariat have started working towards resolving these issues 
further with the adaptation of NATO to the 21st century. One of the most 
significant meetings that happened was between Donald J. Trump and 
Theresa May, the Prime Minister of UK. After the joint White House press 
conference on the 27 January 2017, May confirmed that Trump was and 
would be “100% behind” the adaptation process of NATO and ensuring 
that all European allies will pay the expected amount and “rely less on US 
military contributions”. May also highlighted the fact that Trump 
recognized the significance of the NATO Alliance in the combat against 
security issues. The main reason the eyes of the political world turned to 
this meeting was the discussion over Russia’s actions in Crimea in 
Ukraine. Embracing the same policy towards Russian Government with 
the EU countries, Theresa May discussed this conflict with the president 
Trump in order to reconcile with him on the inapplicability of lifting the 
sanctions to Russia. Even though they could not reach a consensus, 
Trump has accepted the fact that the actions of Russia in the region are 
not acceptable. 

 “I complained about that a long time ago and they made a change, and 
now they do fight terrorism. I said NATO was obsolete. It’s no longer 
obsolete.” Declared Trump finally, after these two aforementioned 
meetings with Theresa May and Jens Stoltenberg. The strengthening of 
the bonds between members of the Alliance and Trump’s newly made 
statements have generated hope and content for the future of NATO 
which are the prominent elements of strength in the fight against 
terrorism and other security issues. With that being said, the importance 
of multilateral institutions was approved by the president of the US as 
well. 

The Alliance has been in a rough path for the last four months, struggling 
to take more concrete actions against terrorism and increasing the 
contributions of the members both economically and militarily. Despite the 
uncertain future of the sanctions applied to the Russian Government, all 
members of the Alliance have reached a consensus: Russia’s military 
actions in the Crimea region are a threat to the security of Europe. 
Nobody knows what awaits the Alliance in the stance against terrorism as 
well as the Russia-Ukraine conflict. However, for the present, this issue 
has been resolved and NATO seems to have a bright future. 



The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is 
run by the principle of ‘Juche’, which translates 
to ‘being able to provide for itself’. The 
ideology, created by the founder of the nation 
Kim Il-Sung, is very similar to socialism. The 
symbols used by the two ideologies are the 
same, although the vertical pen added to the 
original communist symbol represents a so-
called movement of progression in positive 
sciences. The country does not have an official 
religion, and the public practice of any religion 
is considered a crime. The North Korean 
political stance is described as ‘a socialist state 
with a supreme leader in charge’. The country 
does hold symbolic elections, but oppression 
completely disables democracy. The country 
has had three supreme leaders up to now: Kim 
Il-Sung, founder and so-called ‘Eternal Leader’ 
of the country, Kim Jong-Il, and Kim Jong-Un, 
who took charge in 2011 after his father’s (Kim 
Jong-Il) death. The tributes demanded to be 
paid to these leaders have had some form of 
worshipping in the past. For example, last 
Christmas, Kim Jong-Un openly stated that his 
people must pay tributes to his grandmother’s 

birthday instead of celebrating Christmas. The 
media seems to be under complete control of 
the government, and all channels broadcast 
the propaganda of supreme leader Kim Jong-
Un, as well as denouncing the Western 
civilization and evoking hate for it. The 
education system has received revulsions for 
brainwashing the young citizens of the 
country, ensuring their complete devotion to 
the state in terms of workforce and mind. 
Disobedience to the laws of the country either 
result in the placement of the convicted in re-
education camps, which are simply labor 
camps following similar form as the Gulag 
camps of the Soviet Union, or execution. Kim 
Jong-Un, able to personally decide on 
executions, has executed many statesmen 
with methods as brutal as anti-air guns, and 
has impelled many people to watch these 
executions. The North Korean people are 
currently facing starvation, especially in rural 
areas and as of 2013, most of the households 
have inadequate or borderline calorie 
consumption and protein intake. 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The North Korean military is the 5th largest in the world with 1,190,000 active personnel. The 
country, as previously mentioned, is one of the 8 current withholders of nuclear weaponry on 
Earth, and its withdrawal of the party from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in 2003 has thus 
raised concern from the United States and many other countries, for the possibility of a nuclear 
attack conducted by the North Korean government. Despite the famine in the country, the 
government mainly focuses its financial resources on nuclear weaponry. The country has already 
conducted five nuclear experiments since, and with each detonation, the concerns of a possible 
nuclear attack, especially on South Korea and the western coast of the US increase. The country 
perceives these nuclear detonations as a showcase to evoke fear of being attacked: its expression 
of power.  

Recently, the North Korean government attempted another nuclear test that failed. Regarding the 
launch, Donald J. Trump, President of the United States, stated that the US would consider any 
leverage –diplomatic, economic or military- to forestall North Korea’s nuclear ambitions. In 
addition, the US allocated an infantry to near North Korean territory, raising the questions of 
whether any conflict would occur between the states. Recently, rumors of the capital city of 
Pyongyang being evacuated for battle position have emerged. The tension between the two states 
appears to have dissipated lately, but it can be said that the two states had never been this close 
to war, and with the possible reactions of the North Korean government to the statements and acts 
of the United States, the situation could assume an even worse condition. 
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To sum up, the post-Korean War state of North Korea has become a major threat in initiating a 
possible world war under the authoritative rule of dictator Kim Jong-Un. The oppression of the 
people in the region fuels the authority of the army and the state, and such an unbalanced 
situation could lead to terrible consequences. In the absence of any treaty involving a diplomatic 
agreement between North Korea and United States on production and testing of nuclear weaponry, 
the ultimate choice to be made seems to keeping defensive but balanced relations with the North 
Korean government, as a countermeasure for any conflict that could lead to a military threat, and 
try to stay as neutral as possible in order to inhibit a possible North Korean reaction. Possible 
diplomatic solutions include the re-adaptation of North Korea to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty in order to bilaterally eliminate the nuclear tests that have raised the concerns of the United 
States and South Korea. For now, here’s to hoping that the situation won’t recrudesce and that the 
tension between North Korean, American and South Korean governments won’t result in conflict. 
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Social Media and Politics 
DİDEM ZEYNEP ÜNAL 

 

#HAVE A VOICE: Social Media and Political Actions 

Throughout history, from the invention of telephone to the invention of the printing machine, every 
action that eased communication was appreciated worldwide and was considered as a new way to 
ensure global peace. However, all of these findings rather made the issue more complicated and 
created brand new problems regarding worldwide peace, instead of cementing it. The internet and 
social media, both common devices that we use for communicating today, are similar cases: they 
were thought to be a key for peaceful communication between people, but they now form huge 
problems in global matters and politics.  

Since the development of internet, social media has had remarkable impact on political actions. 
People used Twitter hashtags to draw the government’s attention; Facebook pages were created to 
gather people by virtual means before taking real life actions; YouTube and Instagram were used 
to share videos and photos that weren’t released by the government. Everyone became a 
journalist and a politician; blogs were used as sites to enlarge communities’ vision... Inevitably, the 
involvement of social media in global issues left many questions in our minds: “Is social media 
advantageous or disadvantageous?”, “Is the Internet the right tool to address important issues?”, 
“Should social media be a part of politics?” and many other. Whatever the answer for these 
questions may be, it can be observed that social media has become an immovable part of politics 
and hence must be fully understood to be beneficial and constructive. 
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“Fake News”: US Elections 2016 

The conflict between Trump and Clinton not only became a part of daily life in America but had 
huge impacts on social media. Aside from the two prominent political figures who had great online 
presence themselves, many people also did not hesitate to share who they will be voting for on 
social media before the elections and throughout the propaganda process. Regular people, 
celebrities and even people from different countries all shared their views, via social media. 
Phrases like “You chose that candidate? Unfriend me already.” became common. Perhaps the most 
interesting thing though, is that the candidates also shared their views without a care for the 
formality politics requires. There were even “fights” that included candidates like the tweets of Jeb 
Bush and Clinton.  

During the elections process, social media brought up the concept of “fake news”. These included 
false surveys and false news articles. Even though only %14 percent of Americans stated the most 
important source of info on the elections for them was social media, many people were ironically 
exposed to false news. Special accounts were created to release unauthorized and unwelcome 
content against both candidates, via social media. Many blogs had contents exposing the 
candidates such as the infamous case in which Clinton’s private emails were released. All in all, 
social media had significant impact on the elections and its results, as well as the propaganda 
process. 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Remarkable Political 
Events Social Media Was 

a Part of 

Before any practical way of 
international communication 
existed, individuals thought 
they were the only one 
seeking justice, the only one 
f r u s t r a t e d b y t h e 
government and its actions, 
the only one that didn’t want 
to accept the ideas their 
government were imposing 
upon them. With social 
media; young, educated 
people and women were 
given their voices. This 
movement had an impact 
t h a t c a n n o t b e 
underestimated on the Arab 
Spr ing.  Groups wi th 
relatively democratic visions 
b e c a m e l e a d e r s a n d 
gathered people. They 
aimed to solve problems not 
by dictating what should be 
done, but by c reat ing 
platforms on which debates 
on what people wanted and 
needed could occur. They 
shared information held 
back by the government 
with the public, making 
them aware and spreading 
the truth. All of these were 
carried out with the help of 
the internet.  

The Arab Spring 

In the Tunisian Revolution, 
proof of President Zine El-
Abidine Ben Ali’s wife using 
g o v e r n m e n t j e t s f o r 
shopping trips to Europe 
was recovered and unveiled 
through media. In the 
E g y p t i a n R e v o l u t i o n , 
ev i dence tha t showed 
Khaled Said was tortured by 
the government was shared, 
making people who believed 
Said was a traitor feel like 
they were all Khaled’s. 
Consequently, the idea of a 
“ s i l en t s t and”, an ac t 
mocked by Egyp t i ans , 
be came a r ea l i t y and 
thousands of people went 
outside, regardless of their 
religion or their gender. They 
stood outside on their feet 
for a long time to draw 
peoples’ attention and show 
the world that all Egyptians, 
r e g a r d l e s s o f t h e i r 
differences, are strong. In 
these cases, social media 
helped ideas and beliefs to 
spread. Western stories of 
i n d e p e n d e n c e a n d 
democracy inspired the 
people of a land miles and 
miles away. People acted 
together and were able to 
share their ideas through 
s o c i a l m e d i a , m a k i n g 
communication easier.  

Occupy Wall Street 

I n 2 0 1 1 , t o p r o t e s t 
unemployment in the US 
and its politicians’ sole focus 
on economic benef i t s , 
people decided to “occupy” 
Wall Street. Many people 
thought this was only a 
short term act and believed 
everyone would go back to 
continue living their normal 
lives, yet, with the help of 
Facebook pages and Twitter 
hashtags, great assemblies 
were organized. Through 
YouTube and Livestream 
videos, live shows of the act 
were released. Blogs started 
posting articles with the 
motto “We are the 99 
p e r c e n t ” t o p r o t e s t 
unemployment. The protests 
that had once started out as 
local to Manhattan, became 
widespread in other cities as 
well. This posed a major 
inconvenience for politicians 
but managed to captivate 
many people’s attention. It 
even became a meme titled 
“Occupy Sesame Street” and 
continued to sarcastically 
criticize the issue with funny 
posts.



Turkish Politics and Social Media 

Many Turkish people believe their nation’s media releases are inadequate and unreliable, so social 
media is considered as a freer media source by civilians. People constantly share their political 
views criticize the government actions. However, sharing their opinions causes people to be 
imprisoned.  

A most unforgettable period in Turkish social media was the “Gezi Park” act. The protests started 
for an environmental cause and involved environmental activists at first.  

However, the government’s claims accusing , people who were against the demolishment of a 
natural park in İstanbul of being “pillagers”, made it a large-scale protest against the government 
rather than an environmental setout. For days, people coordinated via social media and went 
outside to protest. Many citizens in many cities joined the parades on the streets. The government 
attacked people who supported the protests with tear gases and water cannons but social media 
continued to empower the “pillagers” through hashtags, protesting the government both virtually 
and physically. Eventually, the park was left to its own accord by the government and people who 
refused to let it become a shopping mall won. 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So, Is social media efficient? 

The fact that social media has become a huge part of our lives and politics, coerced the question 
“Is it really appropriate to address important issues on social media?” Sure, it can be beneficial in 
many cases but it carries certain risks. For instance, there always exists the danger of people 
depending too much on the virtual shaping their views merely by what they see on the internet. 
However, as can be seen in the various examples, social media is an amazing platform to gather 
people of similar visions. It is expeditious and facile. People can inform and be informed, interact 
with their society without any financial concerns and be passionate about what they believe in. 
Human beings long to reach larger crowds and raise their voice. They have dreams and they 
spend time and effort to make them into reality. Thus, as long as social media is independent and 
unspoiled by people with ill intentions, it can be beneficial for taking political actions. 
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Mass Surveillance 
CAN SAĞTÜRK 

 
What if I were to tell you that every piece of information you currently posses was also 
known by somebody else? You probably wouldn't believe it, but there is a fair chance that 
this is the case. Think of a world in which every person is watched and listened 24 hours a 
day, where there is no place for privacy, like a dystopia. Our current world doesn't allow 
anything close to that, but the fact that there is a possibility of it turning to that 
aforementioned dystopia is frightening enough. 
Mass surveillance is the act of monitoring and collecting information regarding a certain 
population, which is almost all the time done by either governments or private companies.  
This is said to be done for the sake of security, however mass surveillance greatly violates 
privacy as it tries to reach out for information that is most likely regarded as personal. 
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Security 

It was previously mentioned that surveillance was made in the name of security. Even though 
information gathered through surveillance can be used for many sinister acts, we cannot deny that 
it helps us significantly to catch criminals. However, in the context of mass surveillance, only CCTV 
cameras are used to catch common criminals. Information collected from private electronic devices 
is said to being used to detect and identify terrorists. Even though everybody's information is 
collected, only a few terrorists were apprehended.  

Welcome to the Not-so-Dystopian World 

Congratulations! You now know that all of the data stored within your electronic devices can also 
be accessed by everybody you gave  permission to access without knowing it. You may be thinking 
that there is no reason for you to worry about people stealing your information since you are not 
an important person, which is a perfectly fine way of thinking however  please do remember the 
words of Edward Snowden: “They are using these capabilities to make us vulnerable to them, and 
then say ‘Well I have a gun pointed at your head. I’m not going to pull the trigger. Trust me.’”  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How? 

How are they extracting information? There are many ways. Take mobile 
phones for an instance. Applications available in Play Store and Apple Store 
usually ask to access certain parts of a telephone or tell the user to accept a 
privacy policy. You should make sure that you read every word of what it 
asks for, because this is where they steal information. Through the 
permission they ask, they could gain access to a mobile phone’s photo 
album, contacts, messages, microphone, camera and so on. They ask for a 
permission to access to any part of a phone, and thus be capable of reading 
the messages, texting somebody without the user’s knowledge, look at the 
camera roll, record any kind of audio that is present close to the phone and 
take a picture of the user without as much as warning him/her. As it can be 
understood, even a little application can be pretty dangerous. It is also 
important to note that this could pretty much happen to any computer 
system or a mobile device. 

Another way of monitoring people is through CCTV cameras, which are 
normal security cameras connected to each through a network. If there are 
enough of these cameras and if they are placed to appropriate correct 
places, they see who is going through where and when. 

Private Companies 

You may be wondering why would private companies spy on you. To that 
question, there is one simple answer: Money. Governments compensate 
private companies in case they share user information. This information can 
be anything ranging from telephone numbers, emails and names to 
personal photographs, videos and audio clips. If you think that this is a 
crime, it isn’t, because you give consent to this kind of usage of your 
personal information. When the user tries to create an account or download 
an application, he/she will have to agree to a privacy policy or the terms of 
usage. Most of the time, the users do not read these, and thus give consent 
to the sharing of their information with third party entities without knowing 
it. 
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Edward Snowden 

Edward Snowden is the reason we posses 
this much information regarding mass 
surveillance. Snowden is a computer 
security expert who worked at Dell and 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) before 
he started working in National Security 
Agency (NSA) as a contractor. In June 4 
2013, Snowden started to leak classified 
NSA documents to private journalists. 
Those documents included crit ical 
information about clandestine intelligence 
programs used by both the NSA and 
intelligence agencies of other countries to 
acquire private information, such as 
PRISM, MUSCULAR and XKeyscore. 
Thanks to Snowden's leaked information, 
it was also discovered that NSA was even 
spying on 35 world leaders and numerous 
countries including UK, France, Germany 
and China. This caused tension between 
the states that were being watched and 
US. Angela Merkel, Chancel lor of 
Germany, stated that it was unacceptable 
for friends to spy on each other. 



Brexit 
DİDEM ÖZÇAKIR 

A Guide to BREXIT 

The word 'Brexit' stands for the decision of UK 
to leave the European Union as of June 2016 
with a referendum. 51% of the UK citizens in 
said referendum have voted to follow a path of 
divorce with the European Union. As a result, 
Britain will withdraw from the Union in 2019, 
after a two-year negotiation period. The 
process and effects of and reasons behind 
Brexit will be the main topic of this article. 

The Relationship of UK and EU 

European Union was first established after 
World War 2 with the idea of preventing any 
further world wars, through economic 
cooperation between states. It aimed to 
achieve European integration and minimize the 
effects of WW2 on countries. The founding 
members of the "European Coal and Steel 
Community" -which later evolved into the 
European Union we know today- were France, 
Germany, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands and 
Luxemburg; the war-torn countries of the 
continental Europe. However, The United 
Kingdom of Northern Ireland and Great Britain, 
not facing German occupation and having a 
relatively prosperous economy, wasn't a 
member of this organization. UK wanted to 
maintain its economic power and therefore 
established the European Free Trade Area 
(EFTA) with six states. This organization, 
however, wasn't a success story for UK, who 
wanted to benefit from the pros of economic 
cooperation while staying away from the cons 
of political integration, restrictions of EU laws 
on sovereignty, commitments made to the 
budgetary and following if similar foreigner 
policies. It wasn't until 1960s that the UK 
realized they wouldn't be able to sustain their 
role as a global economic giant without being 
a part of this growing and powerful 
organization, so they applied for membership, 
despite the fact that they would have to follow 
the rules of EU. After the veto of Charles De 
Gaulle, president of France, the UK was able to  

be a part of the "European Community" in 
1973. Interestingly, their perception of identity 
of being different from the Europeans and not 
being a real member of the European 
community never changed, even when the 
‘Iron Lady’ Margaret Thatcher, became the 
leader of the country. During this time, the 
country managed to make the EU accept their 
"We pay for what we gain." policy and their 
will to not follow an open border policy in 1985 
when the Schengen agreement was on the 
table for negotiation. Another crisis which 
made Britain look like the spoilsport child of 

the Union was in 2002, when UK didn’t accept 
to be a part of the Eurozone and implement 
common currency. 
The emerging idea of "Euroskepticism", the 
mindset that favors being a nation without the 
control of European Union laws and questions 
the validity of the Union’s decisions over 
continental Europe, was perhaps one of the 
biggest contributors in UK's withdrawal from 
EU. Through recent decades, the politicians 
knew that if they were to express pro-
European thoughts, it would be harder for 
them to be successful. The general public was 
supporting a "UK of its own", and British 
media was following a highly ‘Euroskeptic’ path 
making the citizens doubt the Union even 
more. It can be said that a part of the 
politicians and people in UK had been 
Euroskeptical throughout history, thus, they 
created a different identity of their own 
depending on their geography and media’s 
anti-Europe propaganda they executed in 
relation to the "We pay for what we gain." 
policy of Margaret Thatcher, making the 
decision to not be a part of Eurozone and the 
Schengen Area.  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The Results of the Referendum 

The referendum was first brought up during the presidential election campaign of David Cameron, 
the former prime minister of the UK, as an election promise. After he was elected, he set the time 
of the referendum as June 2016. Although 51% of the population voted to leave EU, there were 
significant differences in votes based on location and age. While most of the younger population, 
who had more opportunities to get familiar with the concept of globalization, voted to remain; the 
older population generally voted to leave. These results of Brexit made it clear that the older 
generation determined the faith of the younger population.  
 

There were major differences across the land in vote rates. Scotland, where a separate 
referendum was held, voted to remain by %62 to %38. Northern Ireland favored to be a part of 
EU by %55.8 to %44.2. England and Wales were the places where votes to leave the EU exceeded 
those to remain, with an approximate rate of 52% to 48%. Looking at those results, it can be 
interpreted that if discussions don't satisfy the people of Scotland and Northern Ireland, the world 
might witness their process of becoming independent. 
It is argued that if the population had the opportunity to know what the EU was trying to achieve 
and its system of work, people living especially rural and less developed areas would have the 
chance to make a decision that was not affected by propaganda – a propaganda that included the 
promise that a leave vote would prevent Turkish people from coming to and living in their country. 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Arguments against leaving 

In spite of the Euroskeptic attitude, the benefits of European Union were also undeniable. For the public, 
membership to the EU had desirable advantages. For instance, a citizen of a EU member country can work or 
study in any other EU country without having to deal with applications and bureaucratic tasks. They don't have 
to apply for visas, worry about health insurance or public services in other states, and they can benefit from 
the level of consumer rights in an EU member country. However, these are not the sole privileges that EU 
provides for its member states.  

EU has a single market of its own which eliminates the border controls and tariffs, ensuring the easy sharing of 
goods and services throughout the continent like it was one complete state. This common market increases 
the level of competitiveness among states and corporations, and creates a more bustling economy. With the 
help of this single market, free movement of labor is provided. One of the arguments of the "Remain" side was 
that %48 of the UK's exports were to the EU, whereas only 10% of the EU's exports were to the UK, which 
meant that Brexit would instantly damage the economy, raise mortgage prices, increase the level of inflation 
and cause pound to lose value over Euro, which has been the case since July 2016. The side against Brexit 
also stated that there would be uncertainty regarding the UK's future with Brexit, which would hold 
entrepreneurs from making investments, a fact that was expressed by both the IMF and Barack Obama. This 
instant breakdown of the economy would cause London to lose its status as a global financial hub, and could 
make Scotland and Northern Ireland move towards independence. The legislations of EU, (created by the 
commissioners of the European Commission, who are not elected, and then approved by the elected members 
of the European Parliament) such as regulations on environmental, health related, public and energy policies 
help member states in using their sources as effective as possible, as it was stated many times by the remain 
side.  

To sum up, the "Remain" front defended that the EU helped UK in constructing its economy via the single 
market while also causing the GDP to raise up by 10% percent, as well as constructing the necessary 
regulations to reach international and optimal standards with cooperation. 

Arguments for leaving 

One of the most prominent concerns of the pro-Brexit side was the violation of parliamentary sovereignty 
caused by EU regulations. In UK’s system, the parliament is the only organ for legislation as it was adopted 
after the English revolution. However, as the decisions of the European Commission and Parliament are 
obligatory for the states to follow, the "leave" side argued that European Court of Justice's jurisdiction over 
laws was a clear violation of sovereignty. They stated that the control of Brussels was becoming more and 
more centralized and Europe-oriented rather than global, and this was damaging their international policy and 
influence. Gerard Lyons, a journalist standing for the "leave" side, exclaimed "Countries that succeed in the 
future global economy will need to be flexible, adaptable and control their own destiny. Brexit allows us this."  
The single market was supposedly restricting the nation from adapting an independent national economy and 
the "leave" side thought that after Brexit, they would be able to globalize by making agreements with USA, 
China, India etc. Besides dropping the prices of everyday items which are high due to the EU standards, Brexit 
would help to raise Britain to be the overseas power it once was. It would enable the government to control 
immigration and take counter-measures against immigrants from eastern states such as Croatia or Poland who 
are believed to ‘disrupt the society’.  
Leaving the EU would mean not having to accept the "four freedoms" principle for the free movement of 
capital, goods, people and services- enabling certain standards to be reached on both the quality and quantity 
of immigrants and refugees. Another argument was that since the UK constructed 12% percent of the EU 
economy, progress would be much more beneficial for them if they had the chance to direct those resources, 
considering that developed nations helping less economically developed countries financially has caused crisis’s 
such as the Greek crisis to emerge.  



What is going to happen now? 

What will happen during and after the Brexit process is now uncertain, as a 
powerful country like UK has never left the Union before. David Cameron 
resigned from his position as Prime Minister of UK after the leave vote, saying 
that it would be more beneficial if the Brexit process was “held by a person who 
wasn't a fanatic of the Remain side”. Instead, Theresa May became the prime 
minister of UK, once again. After a 9-month bureaucratic process, she brought 
up Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty, which was added to the legislation of EU in 
2009 in order to create a way for the states to leave the union.  
As there currently are countless European Union laws within the legislation of 
UK, Theresa May put "the Great Repeal Bill" forward, meaning that after 29 
March 2019, the EU-made laws will keep on being used in the UK but the 
parliament will have the chance to make changes. Hence, the affairs in their 
country are going to be the same for the citizens of UK on 30 March 2019, and 
necessary changes will be made during the following months and years.  
However, if the politicians fail to find common ground, the United Kingdom will 
be withdrawing into a 'no deal' situation which would bring a great deal of 
uncertainty for the citizens. An example for that are the World Trade 
Organization standards on trade relationships, meaning that everything is going 
to be different outside their country for UK citizens. The deadline for the talks is 
29 March 2019, exactly two years after the Article 50 process starts. There are 
several different topics to be clarified for a successful deal to be achieved on the 
UK and EU relationship. In the letter she sent to the European Commission, May 
stated that there both sides will have different priorities during these 
negotiations; theirs being the benefits of the citizens, a comprehensive trade 
agreement and security cooperation. The EU side, on the other hand, wants to 
clarify the Brexit process before any kind of trade agreement is opened to 
discussion, stating that they won't be overlooking the contributions made by UK 
to the EU budget. EU representatives also said they wouldn't be taking a 
punitive approach, as "Brexit itself is punitive enough."  
After the negotiation process -which includes the divorce bill, the status of the 
British in EU and EU citizens in UK, the Irish border and many more legislative 
problems- two sides will be creating a trade agreement.  
Theresa May previously stated that they won’t demand access to the single 
market of the EU like Switzerland does, as this would mean also accepting the 
free movement of workers and restrictions on trade agreements with ‘third-
party’ countries such as USA and China. On security cooperation, officials in UK 
said that they would want to remain in the EUROPOL in a leading role, but they 
wouldn't accept the jurisdiction of European Court of Justice, creates a problem 
for EU as they wouldn't be able to accept such a thing.  
Currently, the future cooperation of EU and UK, the faith of the agreement, is 
left to the negotiating skills of politicians from both sides. The international 
community, too, will be observing the event in the following years. Whether UK 
will be a close ally of the Union or choose to cooperate with USA or Russia, is 
going to be determined in the next few years as the Brexit process constructs a 
new balance in world power.  
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TEDMUN 4 
DEFNE BAŞEREN 

The fourth annual TED Model United Nations took place in our school between the dates of 
11-14 November with a motto that truly represented what the nations of today should strive to 
accomplish in order to maintain peace, prosperity and stability “Remember the past, challenge 
the future.” Hosted by TED Politics and Diplomacy Club, TEDMUN continued to not only be a 
terrific experience for the organization team as well as the chairs but also provided an 
exceptional debate opportunity for all the delegates and ambassadors who attended TEDMUN 
from all around Turkey.  

TEDMUN this year, consisted of ten committees of the United Nations including five general 
assembly committees, two human rights councils, two special conferences as well as the 
security council in all of which issues of the UN agenda were discussed. The delegates put 
forward their utmost efforts to generate solution proposals that would get to the roots of the 
topics at hand and unite them in a resolution which then would be debated in the committee. 
The topics include the question of Lethal Autonomous Weapons System, the question of illegal 
international arms trade, the question of tax havens, the question of minority and indigenous 
rights, the question of measures for the implementation and availability of vaccine services, the 
question of the resettlement of Internally Displaced Persons(IDP), the question of the revision 
and reformation of the Law of War, the question of equality for people of different sexual 
orientations, the question of refugees in the Mediterranean and the question of reencountering 
the effects of 2008 economic crisis and reconstructing the financial governance system within 
IMF.  

TEDMUN, living up to its reputation, offered both a friendly and professional debate platform 
where first-timers were able to engage in the diplomatic procedure of the MUN as well as the 
productive debates and thus prepared an ideal base for the rest of their MUN careers. It has 
served a unique opportunity to raise self-awareness upon topics that eventually concern all of 
us and contributed to both the delegates and the student officers in countless aspects within 
the duration of four days. It has encouraged the attendants to gain new skills such as public 
speaking and making research and thus achieved its mission to create the outstanding MUN 
experience for both the beginners and the experienced.  

Our organization team who worked determinedly throughout the process of making this 
conference happen, put their best efforts into the preparation of TEDMUN and aimed to do the 
absolute best to ensure that TEDMUN was carried out smoothly and their hard-work most 
definitely paid off. Furthermore, without the endless support, patience and dedication of our 
advisors Sinem Özge TURAL and Osman YAVAŞÇA, TEDMUN would have never got to where it 
is today. We thank, once again, to our school’s principality for their extraordinary consideration 
and letting us carry out TED Model United Nations conference.  



TIMUN 2016 
DEFNE BAŞEREN  

As TED Politics and Diplomacy Club, we have 
attended the Turkish International Model 
United Nations conference held in Üsküdar 
American College-Istanbul with a group of ten. 
We represented the delegation of India and 
took part in multiple committees including 
Disarmament and International Security, Social 
and Humanitarian, Special Political and 
Decolonization, Environment, Legal 
Committees, Economic Social Council, Security 
Council and the International Court of Justice 
each dealing with essential topics.    
Some of the topics include legal monitoring of 
espionage, international law upon social media 
and internet, initiatives upon green energy and 
recycling projects, the question of adequate 
hygiene services in the Sub-Saharan Africa, 
water management in urban areas, the 
question of development and innovation for 
the economically developing countries, 
encountering illicit financial flows in Africa, the 
question of disaster management, Yemen 
conflict, the question of regulations  to curb 
terrorism and maintain international peace and 
armed conflicts  in the borders of Democratic 
Republic of Congo.  
In its 23rd session spread over four days 
which had an attendance of 500 ambassadors  

and delegates, the topics  were discussed 
through the perspectives of multiple member 
states of the United Nations and each 
committee produced resolutions for each topic  
of concern. The resolutions included countless 
solution proposals each thought out after deep 
research and debate. International peace and 
security and coordination was the priority as 
well as public awareness and implementation 
of international law in accordance with the UN 
Charter.  
In true MUN fashion, each committee  chose 
one of the resolutions which were then sent to 
the approval panel once again to be included 
in the General Assembly which was attended 
by five General Assembly committees.  
TIMUN has been an exceptional conference. 
Followed by great success in our committees, 
it has served an outstanding opportunity to 
raise our own awareness upon the World 
agenda as well as the UN agenda and be 
engaged in the thought process of dealing 
with these crucial issues.  
TEDPDC Members who attended TIMUN; 
Sıla Baltacı , Kutay Dengizek, Cansu Zeynep 
Dölek, Ece Naz Bilgiç, Defne Başeren, Alper 
Yanarateş, Elif Kürkçü, Sıla Baltacı, Elifsu 
Gözen, Ege Sancak  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SAIMUN 
İMGE DOĞA ÖZDEN 

The annual conference of St. Andrew’s International Model United Nations (SAIMUN) was held 
between 10-14 April 2017 in the Royal Marine Hotel in Dun Loaghaire, Dublin, Ireland. We as 
TED Ankara College participated in SAIMUN with a team of 14 students: Atakan Mumcuoğlu 
(11/C), Elif Kurtay (11/C), Elif Kürkçü(11/B), Zelal Su Mustafaoğlu (11/C) Cansu Zeynep Dölek 
(11/N), Ece Naz Bilgiç (11/K), Günsu Aytekin (11/R), Alper Yanarateş (11/K), Defne Başeren 
(11/K), Kutay Dengizek (11/I), Sıla Baltacı (11/G), Elifsu Gözen (11/P), Ayşe Mısırlıoğlu (11/P) 
and İmge Doğa Özden (11/P). Parallel with the common concept of MUN, teen individuals from 
more than thirty different countries represented and defended the policies of their delegations 
that ranged from Eritrea to Botswana. The conference's motto of "Speak Up!" paired up with 
the unusual yet efficient procedure, and the eager delegates were even more motivated to 
solve some of the greatest problems of today's world. 

SAIMUN included the committees of; The Disarmament and International Security Committee 
(DISEC), The Economic and Finance Committee (ECOFIN), The Social, Humanitarian & Cultural 
Committee (SOCHUM), The Special Political and Decolonization Committee (SPECPOL), The 
Special Conference on Health and Youth, The Environment Committee, The Economic and 
Social Council (ECOSOC) and The Security Council (UNSC). The question of combatting the 
illegal trade in wildlife, the question of mental health and youth and the question of 
governmental interference in the operation of a free press were some of the issues that were 
introduced in these committees. The debates held in the committees were incredibly affective 
and the house was able to come up with several resolutions on each issue. The lobbying 
sessions, in which delegates were given time to socialize and write their resolutions before the 
debate, were closely observed by the chair board in order to oversee the process of 
collaboration and productivity. The draft resolutions were perfected by the house thanks to the 
countless amendments (written submissions from delegates of the house to make changes to 
the already existing clauses) aiming for a constructive debate. Every committee introduced their 
ideal resolutions to the General Assembly. 

Keeping up with its international reputation, SAIMUN presented exquisite platform for us to gain 
further MUN experience immersed with different cultures and perspectives that were united 
under the same vision. The famous Irish hospitality was reflected in each and every aspect of 
the organization. We thank everybody that was included in the process of creating such an 
enjoyable conference.  
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TAMUN 
DİDEM ZEYNEP ÜNAL 

From 27th of April to 30th of April, we as TED Ankara College Politics and Diplomacy Club attended 
TAMUN 2017 Conference, which was organized by TED Antalya College, in Antalya. Throughout the 
conference, we represented our school as student officers, ambassadors and delegates. With three 
delegations (UK, Belgium, Ethiopia) and at least one chair in every committee, we were a crowded 
group and tried to contribute to the debates upon global issues regarding disarmament, security, 
politics, humanity and even the cornerstones of the past for four days that felt like a few hours. 

There were two delegates and one chair (two in the case of the Humanitarian Committee) from 
our school in each committee. In the conference, we debated a variety of issues including the 
South China Sea dispute, criminal accountability of UN officials, the Korean Peninsula, enhancing 
peace and security in Mediterranean region, rights and responsibilities of NGOs in outer space, 
discrimination of children with HIV/AIDS, refugee rights, modern day slavery and renewable 
energy. Meanwhile, the Historical Committee recreated the 1884 Berlin Conference and tried to 
prevent the two world wars ahead of them. 

As done in almost every MUN conference, we debated within our committees to come up with and 
vote upon resolutions for the first few days. In the last day, committees -except the Special 
Committees- united in the General Assembly where they discussed one resolution from each GA 
committee, chosen from the resolutions that had passed in previous sessions among committee 
members. Even though it is harder and a considerable achievement to find a chance to participate 
in GA, four out of five GA resolutions were submitted from members of our club.  

As a result of our improvements in our debating, research, communication and chairing skills and 
our raised awareness upon worldwide problems and our capability to handle them, every delegate 
that participated from our school were given awards. There were two Best Delegate, seven 
Outstanding Delegate, four Promising Delegate and one Honorable Mention awards received by 
our school. In addition, the best delegation award was also presented to one of the delegations 
represented by TEDPDC delHowever, most importantly, we had the chance to meet people as 
enthusiastic as us and initiate life-long friendships learning once more that “M-U-N is F-U-N” ☺ .
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TEDMUN 4

TEDPDC Club



"Time hath, my lord, a wallet at his back  
Wherein he puts alms for oblivion,  
A great-sized monster of ingratitudes:  
Those scraps are good deeds past, which are devour'd  
As fast as they are made, forgot as soon as done."
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